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Context-Free Grammar (CFG)

CFG stands for context-free grammar. It is a formal grammar which is used to 

generate all possible patterns of  strings in a given formal language. Context-free 

grammar G can be defined by four tuples as:

G = (N, T, P, S)   Where:

1- G is the grammar, which consists of  a set of  the production rule. It is used to 

generate the string of  a language.

2- T is the final set of  a terminal symbol. It is denoted by lower case letters. 



3- N is the final set of  a non-terminal symbol. It is denoted by capital 

letters.

4- P is a set of  production rules, which is used for replacing non-

terminals symbols (on the left side of  the production) in a string with 

other terminal or non-terminal symbols (on the right side of  the 

production).

5- S is the start symbol which is used to derive the string. We can 

derive the string by repeatedly replacing a non-terminal by the right-

hand side of  the production until all non-terminal have been replaced 

by terminal symbols. 





، والصيغة االاشتقاقنلاحظ في هذه القواعد بأنه يمكن التكرار بأي عدد من الخطوات والتوقف في اي مرحلة من 

:العامة للكلمات الناتجة من هذه القواعد









Derivation Trees

Derivation tree is a graphical representation for the derivation of  

the given production rules for a given CFG. It is the simple way to 

show how the derivation can be done to obtain some string from 

a given set of  production rules.

The derivation tree is also called parse tree or syntax tree or parse 

tree or generation tree or production tree or derivation tree. 



The properties of  parse tree are:

1- Root: The root node is always a node indicating start symbols. 

2- PSG: The interior nodes are always the non-terminal nodes.

3- Leaves: The leaf  node is always terminal nodes. 

4- Links: collection of  connections. 



Derivation Derivation is a sequence of  production rules. It is used to get the input 

string through these production rules. During parsing, we have to take two 

decisions. 

These are as follows: 

- We have to decide the non-terminal which is to be replaced. 

- We have to decide the production rule by which the non-terminal will be 

replaced. 

We have two options to decide which non-terminal to be placed with 

production rule.



1. Leftmost Derivation: In the leftmost derivation, the input is 

scanned and replaced with the production rule from left to right. So in 

leftmost derivation, we read the input string from left to right.

N ⟶ t | Nt - Leftmost Derivation





2. Rightmost Derivation: In rightmost derivation, the input is scanned 

and replaced with the production rule from right to left. So in rightmost 

derivation, we read the input string from right to left.













Thanks for listening 
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